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Abstract— Differential Evolution which is used in global optimization over continuous spaces. In general, the task is to optimize certain properties of a 
system by pertinently choosing the system parameters. Differential evolutions have been widely used to solve difficult constrained optimization problem. 
Differential evolution gives good results with unconstrained problem. In this project Differential evolution is used for constrained problem with constraints 
handling techniques. Penalty function is a most widely used constraints handling technique which is used in this project basically there are two kind of 
penalty function one is static penalty and other one is dynamic. Static penalty function is used here. Differential evolution with static penalty function is 
used here which gives great quality of solution. And in this project we compared the solution of Differential Evolution with Static penalty function and the 
evolutionary strategies with feasibility rules and stochastic ranking.    

Index terms - Differential Evolution, Constraint Handling, Penalty Function, Static penalty function, Evolutionary Algorithm, Feasibility Rules, 
Stochastic Ranking  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

We need the following basic components to implement an EA 
in order to solve a problem 
[1]: 
1. A representation of the potential solutions to the problem. 
2. A way to create an initial population of potential solutions 
(this is normally done     randomly, but deterministic 
approaches can also be used). 
3. An evaluation function that plays the role of the 
environment, rating solutions in terms of their ‘‘fitness’’. 
4. A selection procedure that chooses the parents that will 
reproduce. 
5. Evolutionary operators that alter the composition of 
children (normally, crossover and mutation). 
6. Values for various parameters that the evolutionary 
algorithm uses (population size, probabilities of applying 
evolutionary operators, etc.). 
Testing of probabilistic population based algorithms like  
Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is complicated as each run of  
the EA can produce different results due to the stochastic  
nature of the search process. Most of the papers, which  
propose a new algorithm, often have a comparative analysis  
section where previously known algorithms are compared  
 
 
 
 
on the quality of the solutions [2], [3]. EAs essentially 
performs unconstrained search i.e. there are no in built 
mechanisms in a typical EA to handle constraints seamlessly. 
Therefore, it is necessary to find ways of handling constraint. 

It is an important design decision as it affects the 
performance of the entire algorithm [4]. Constraints handling 
techniques Evolutionary Algorithms have been quite 
successful in a wide range of applications [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
12]. However, an aspect normally disregarded when using 
them for optimization (a rather common trend) is that these 
algorithms are unconstrained optimization procedures, and 
therefore is necessary to find ways of incorporating the 
constraints (normally existing in any real-world application) 
into the fitness function. 
The most common way of incorporating constraints into an 
Evolutionary Algorithms have been penalty functions (we 
will be referring only to exterior penalty functions in this 
paper) [13, 14]. However, due to the well-known difficulties 
associated with them [14], researchers in evolutionary 
computing have proposed different ways to automate the 
definition of good penalty factors, which remains as the main 
drawback of using penalty functions. Additionally, several 
researchers have developed a considerable amount of 
alternative approaches to handle constraints, mainly to deal 
with specific features of some complex optimization 
problems in which it is difficult to estimate good penalty 
factors or to even generate a single feasible solution. Penalty 
functions are the oldest approach used to incorporate 
constraints into unconstrained optimization algorithms 
(including Evolutionary Algorithms). 
 
Penalty Function 
The most common approach in the Evolutionary Algorithms 
community to handle constraints (particularly, inequality 
constraints) is to use penalties. Penalty functions were 
originally proposed by Courant in the 1940s [15] and later 
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expanded by Carroll [16] and Fiacco and McCormick [17]. 
The idea of this method is to transform a constrained-
optimization problem into an unconstrained one by adding 
(or subtracting) a certain value to from the objective function  
based on the amount of constraint violation present in a 
certain solution. 
                        

Φ(x)=f(x) ~ [∑ r i * Gi + ∑ c j  * Lj], 
 
Where Φ(x) is the new (expanded) objective function to be 
optimized, Gi and Lj are functions of the constraints gi(x) and 
hj(x), respectively, and ri and cj are positive constants 
normally called ‘‘penalty factors’’. The most common form of 
Gi and Lj is 

Gi=max[0,g1(x)]β 
Lj=max[h j(x)] γ 

 
Ideally, the penalty should be kept as low as possible, just 
above the limit below which infeasible solutions are optimal 
(this is called, the minimum penalty rule [18, 19, 20]). 

 
Static Penalty Function 
Under this category, we consider approaches in which the 
penalty factors do not depend on the current generation 
number in any way, and therefore, remain constant during 
the entire evolutionary process. Homaifar et al. [21] proposed 
an approach in which the user defines several levels of 
violation, and a penalty coefficient is chosen for each in such 
a way that the penalty coefficient increases as we reach 
higher levels of violation. This approach starts with a random 
population of individuals (feasible or infeasible). 
An individual is evaluated using [1] 
 
Fitness(x) = f(x) + ∑( Rki * max[0,gi(x)]2), 
 
Where Rk,i are the penalty coefficients used, m is the total 
number of constraints (Homaifar et al. [22] transformed 
equality constraints into inequality constraints), f(x) is the 
npenalized objective function and k =1, 2, . . . , l, where l is the 
number of levels of violation defined by the user. The idea of 
this approach is to balance individual constraints separately 
by defining a different set of factors for each of them through 
the application of a set of deterministic rules. 

 

II. DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION 

 

Differential Evolution (DE) is a population-based and 
directed search method [23], [24]. Like many other 
evolutionary algorithms, it starts with an initial population 
vector, which is randomly generated when no a priori 
knowledge about the solution space is available. Let us 
assume that Xi,G(i = 1, 2, ...,Np) are candidate solution vectors 
in the generation G (Np: population size). Successive 
populations are generated by adding the weighted difference 
of two randomly selected vectors to a third randomly selected 
vector.  
Mutation  
For each vector Xi,G in generation G a mutant vector Vi,G is 
defined by                                     

Vi,G = Xa,G + F(Xb,G − Xc,G), 
 

where i = {1, 2, ...,Np} and a, b, and c are mutually different 
random integer indices selected from {1, 2, ...,Np}. Further, i, 
a, b, and c are different so that Np >= 4 is required. F Є [0, 2] is 
a real constant which determines the amplification of the 
added differential variation of (Xb,G − Xc,G). Larger values for F 
result higher diversity in the generated population and lower 
values cause faster convergence. 
 
Crossover  
DE utilizes the crossover operation to increase the diversity of 
the population. It defines the following trial vector:           
 Ui,G = (U1i,G,U2i,G, ...,UDi,G),  
where D is the problem dimension and                     
 
               Uji,G =     V ji,G if randj(0, 1) <= Cr, 
                              Xji,G otherwise. 
 
Cr Є (0, 1) is the predefined crossover rate constant, and 
randj(0, 1) is the jth valuation of uniform random number 
generator. Most popular values for Cr are in the range of (0.4, 
1) [23]. 
 
Selection The approach that must decide which vector (Ui,G 

or  
Xi,G) should be a member of next (new) generation, G + 1. For 
a maximization problem, the vector with the higher fitness 
value is chosen. There are other variants based on different 
mutation strategies [24]. 
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III. COMPARATIVE STUDY 

A comparative study between Feasibility Rules, Stochastic 
Ranking constraint handling techniques using evolutionary 
strategies [25] and penalty function using differential 
evolution has been performed to determine their relative 
strengths. In order to perform fair holistic performance 
evaluation algorithm. A standard suit of 13 benchmark 
functions defined in [26], [27] were used for comparing the 
two techniques. Thirty independent runs have been 

performed for each problem in each experiment on both the 
constraint-handling techniques.   
The test results of the algorithm for both the constraint 
handling techniques are summarized in Table I and Table II 
The Results of the Best, Mean and Worst values of Objective 
function obtained by penalty function technique compared 
with optimal value is given in the Table I and the 
comparative study is given in Table II 

 

IV. RESULTS 

 
The Results of the Best, Mean and Worst values of Objective 
function obtained by penalty function technique compared 
with optimal value is given in the Table I 
 

 
 

Table I 
 

The comparison of DE with Penalty Function Technique, ES 
with Feasibility Rules and ES with Stochastic Ranking 
techniques are made and Results are good with all the 

functions Comparisons are given in Table II

 
 

Table II 
Where DE PF is value obtained using Differential Evolution 
with Penalty Function technique  
ES FR is value obtained using Evolutionary Strategies with 
Feasibility Rules  
ES SR is value obtained using Evolutionary Strategies with 
Stochastic Ranking  

V. CONCLUSION 

Constraints handling is an important design issue in 
Evolutionary algorithms. The overall performance of the 
algorithm is dependent on both the constraint handling 
technique and Evolutionary mechanism. However, till date 
no fair comparison between any two constraint handling 
techniques on same Evolutionary Algorithm has ever been 
made. The authors generally propose a new constraint 
handling technique and implement it on an algorithm of their 
choice. They compare the proposed technique with an 
existing one implemented on an entirely different 
Evolutionary algorithms. Further, such comparisons are often 
made to highlight the improvement in objective functions 
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values and number of function evaluations consumed in 
specific situations.  
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